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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Vehicle-to-Grid  (V2G)  has  potential  for  providing  the distributed  spinning  reserve  to the  power  system.
We  proposed  an  autonomous  V2G  control  scheme  managing  the  vehicle  user’s  convenience,  the  battery
condition  during  the idle time,  and the  contribution  to the  power  system,  simultaneously.  V2G  power  is
controlled  corresponding  to  the  frequency  deviation  detected  at the  plug-in  terminal  and  the  desirable
battery  State-of-Charge  for the  plug-out.  In this  paper,  the  proposed  control  scheme  is implemented
to  an  electric  vehicle  and  charging  system.  Performances  of the  interface,  communication  and  controleywords:
lectric vehicle
ehicle-to-Grid
cheduled charging
C charging system
structure,  and  system  efﬁciency  and time  response  are  veriﬁed  by using  the  test  system  coordinating  an
electric  vehicle  battery  test  bed  with  a DC  charging  port,  a controllable  bi-directional  power  conditioner,
and  an  integrated  interface  controller.
© 2014  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V.  This  is  an open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY  license
ast demand response
attery management
. Introduction
Electric vehicle (EV) is a possible candidate of demand response
esource because of equipping the EV with the high performance
attery energy storage. Smart charging schemes considering the
ower system operating conditions have been proposed [1–4].
ehicle-to-Grid (V2G) brings an additional value to the ancillary
ervices of the power system [5]. Potential analyses and some
ontrol strategies of the V2G have been discussed [6–9]. We
lso proposed an integrated load frequency control (LFC) scheme
onsisted with an autonomous distributed V2G [10] and an aggre-
ation strategy of the multiple EVs [11].
Toward the actual implementation of the V2G to the EV and
he charging system, the V2G capable motor inverter [5], on-board
harger [12–14], and off-board charger [15] have so far been inves-
igated. Among them, this paper is focusing on the off-board charger
ecause the vehicle-grid interface is already established for the
uick charging application to few commercial EVs. It is still not con-
idered that seamless and quick control of the bi-directional power
ow to meet sudden grid frequency change and integration of the
ff-board charger and automotive components for the V2G.
In this paper, the autonomous distributed V2G control requir-
ng seamless and quick response is actually implemented to an EV
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138656, Japan. Tel.: +81 3 5841 6392; fax: +81 3 5841 6392.
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378-7796/© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article u(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
and charging system for a trial. A bi-directional controllable power
conditioner is connected with an EV battery test-bed through
the DC quick charging port equipped with the commercial EVs.
A smart interface controller integrates communication and con-
trol of the EV and charging system. System performances are
conﬁrmed by fundamental experiments assuming the typical EV
usage.
The contents of this paper are as follows. The overall system
conﬁguration and speciﬁcations of components are described in
Section 2. The experimental results are presented in Section 3.
Finally, some conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
2. Electric vehicle and charging system
2.1. System structure
Schematic diagram of the EV and charging system, an exper-
imental setup in the laboratory, and the speciﬁcations of each
component are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, Table 1, respectively. For a
safety and indoor experiment, a stationary test-bed is packaged
with electrical components of the EV, the battery pack, the battery
management unit (BMU), the electric control unit (ECU), and the
quick charging inlet. The capacity of the battery is 16 kWh, and
maximum charging power for the quick charger is 50 kW.  For
the household power supply under the power system failure, the
V2H (Vehicle-to-Home) system is commercialized targeting the
commercial EV with the quick charging port [16]. This research
proposes the V2G system that is able to supply 3 kW charge and
nder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of EV and charging system.
Fig. 2. Experimental setup of EV and charging system.
Fig. 3. Electrical circuit of EV and charging system.
Table 1
Speciﬁcations of EV and charging system.
Electric vehicle battery test-bed (Mitsubishi Motors i-MiEV)
Battery voltage/capacity: 330 V/16 kWh
Bi-directional power conditioner (Nichikon NECST-TD1)
Maximum power output: 3 kW
Smart interface controller (dSPACE MicroAutoBoxII)
Processor: IBM power PC 750GL 900 MHz
Interface: Serial/CAN/AD/DA/UDP
Control period: 10 s
Programmable AC power source (California Instruments MX15-1Pi)
Maximum power output (Sync/Source): 15 kVA
Resolution of frequency: 0.01 Hz (accuracy: ±0.01%)
Power system digital simulator (dSPACE DS1006)
Processors: Quad-Core AMD  Opteron 2.8 GHz
Interface: Serial/TCP/UDPFig. 4. Time chart of communication and control.
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ischarge power against the power system through the household
ower outlet.
The smart interface controller communicates with the EV ECU
ia CAN (Control Area Network) communication, and with the
ower conditioner via serial communication. The V2G setpoint
s determined taking both the system frequency and the battery
OC into account. The system frequency is detected by a precise
requency detection method based on the DFT (Discrete Fourier
ransform) [17]. The battery State-of-Charge (SOC) is generally
stimated on the EV BMU  for the purpose of the EV propulsion con-
rol. Therefore, the controller obtains the SOC from the BMU  via the
AN communication by use of the CHAdeMO protocol [18], which is
esigned for the DC quick charging system of the commercial EVs.
he V2G power command is transferred to the power conditioner
Fig. 6. Control design of autonomous distributed V2G.
Fig. 7. Operating status of the smart interface controller.
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t the right moment by UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver
ransmitter), and then UART receives the send back signal.
The bi-directional power conditioner realizes ﬂexible power
ow control in every second. DC 330 V of the vehicle battery is
ransformed to AC 200 V of the single-phase three-wire distribution
ystem. A typical power electronics circuit is used for the power
onversion as shown in Fig. 3. The EV battery is connected to a
ack-boost converter through an analog ﬁlter circuit suppressing
ipple components of DC current. An interconnection inverter con-
rols active power for the V2G control and reactive power for the
slanding detection.
The system frequency is emulated on the digital simulator with
he power system model including renewable energy sources and
ultiple EVs. Then a programmable AC power source generates
n instantaneous voltage of 200 V corresponding to the emulated
ystem frequency. The proposed system supports both the direct
nterconnection with the actual power system and the intercon-
ection with the emulated power source. A centralized LFC scheme
an be carried out considering two-way communication between
he smart interface controller and the digital simulator.
.2. Communication and control
Fig. 4 shows a time chart of communication among the com-
onents. First of all, initial CHAdeMO sequences are established
y checking safety of the EV and the charger. The smart interface
ontroller awakes the EV by an analog signal (Charger start/stop1),
nd then information exchange is accommodated by the CAN
ommunication. After the compatibility check, the connector lock,
he insulation test, and the reclosing of the EV relay are oper-
ted by managing three analog signals (Connector check, Charging
Fig. 8. Experimental resuResearch 120 (2015) 177–183
enable/disable, Charger start/stop2). The pin layout of each line on
the connector is shown in Fig. 5. Following the initial sequences,
the battery SOC and other operating conditions of the EV and
the charger are exchanged every 0.1 s. When the smart interface
controller detects termination conditions, CHAdeMO termination
sequences are executed.
In the autonomous distributed control, V2G setpoint is deter-
mined by droop characteristics in association with the system
frequency deviation, shown in Fig. 6 [10]. When user preset plug-
out time is approaching, the V2G is switched to the smart charging
for satisfying the scheduled charging. In the smart charging,
an offset of half of maximum power output is added to the V2G set-
point, and the droop gain is reduced to one-third of that of the V2G.
If the SOC is less than 50%, the smart charging is enforced in order
to ready for the emergency departure. In this research, the droop
gain is set as 600 W/0.01 Hz considering the tradeoff between the
control ability and the actual condition of the frequency deviation
on the experimental environment. Therefore, maximum charging
(discharging) power is supplied for the power system when the
system frequency rises (falls) to 50.05 Hz (49.95 Hz). The dead band
is also considered to avoid the partial power output conditions, in
which the power conversion efﬁciency is relatively low.
In the centralized control, a load dispatching center need to
grasp the battery SOC of each EV with a rough interval, for example,
every 30 min. The center selects candidates for the charging (dis-
charging) EVs according to their SOC ascending (descending) order,
and then the LFC signals are broadcasted to the selected EVs every
thirty seconds. This selective on-off control according to the SOC
order is found to be effective for SOC synchronization [11]. The SOC
and operating state of each EV is transferred to the digital simula-
tor via UDP/IP communication. If the EV has enough time for the
lts of step response.
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ser preset plug-out, the EV is ready for receiving the LFC signal
rom the center. On the other hands, when the emulated LFC signal
alculated on the simulator is actually dispatched via the UDP/IP
ommunication, the selected EV switches the V2G to the smart
harging (discharging) corresponding to up (down) command in
he LFC signal.
.3. Requirements for smart interface controller
In the proposed system, the smart interface controller plays
mportant role for the system integration. System coordination
ith HEMS (Home Energy Management System), smart meter,
ggregator, utilities, and TSOs/ISOs is also expected for various
mart grid applications. Standardized way of communication and
ontrol would be required for the actual implementation of the V2G
o the worldwide EVs.
In this paper, a rapid prototyping system is adopted in designing
he smart interface controller. All the software including commu-
ication is described by MATLAB/SIMULINK. Control algorithms,
ystem parameters, communication protocols are ﬂexible, and
oordinated operation with the automotive components and the
xternal devices is easily realized. An example of operating status
s summarized in Fig. 7.
(a) disch a
(b) char 
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3. Experimental results
3.1. Step response
First of all, step responses of the system are evaluated under
the stepwise frequency change generated by the programmable
AC power source. Fig. 8 shows the instantaneous values of AC
voltage and AC current, the system frequency, active power out-
put, and the battery SOC received from the EV. The sampling time
of the measurements is 1 ms.  Speciﬁcations of voltage and cur-
rent sensors and the signal processing are summarized in Table 2.
The active power at charge is deﬁned as positive value in this
paper.
The frequency change was detected with a 0.2 s delay of the fre-
quency detection method. Then the active power was controlled
in response to the detected frequency change with a communi-
cation dead time and a delay of the power conversion control.
Total settling time was found to be about 1 s. The SOC values were
successfully obtained by the CAN communication. The SOC was
constant during the experiment because the accumulation of the
charge or discharge power, which corresponds to the change of SOC,
did not exceed the minimum resolution of the SOC value, which is
0.1 kWh.
rge  
ge 
of voltage and current.
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The instantaneous values of AC voltage and AC current are high-
ighted in Fig. 9. In this case, the sampling time of the measurements
s 0.1 ms.  The current phase was properly controlled on the oppo-
ite (coordinate) phase against the voltage phase in the discharge
charge) case.
.2. Autonomous distributed V2GThe EV and charging system is directly interconnected with the
ower system, in which the system frequency ﬂuctuates as a result
f the supply and demand imbalance of the actual power system.
able 2
peciﬁcations of sensors and signal processing.
AC voltage sensor (M-System M2VF2)
Accuracy: ±0.1% of ±300 V
Frequency bandwidth: 15 kHz
Response time: within 30 s
DC voltage sensor (M-System M2VF3)
Accuracy: ±0.01% of 0–600 V
Frequency bandwidth: 12 kHz
Response time: within 30 s
AC current sensor (LEM DHAB S/18)
Accuracy: ±0.5% of ±30 A
Frequency bandwidth: 1 kHz
DC current sensor (LEM DHAB S/44)
Accuracy: ±0.5% of ±20 A
Frequency bandwidth: 80 Hz
Signal processing for frequency detection
DFT with back-end moving average ﬁlter (window width: 0.2 s) [18]
Signal processing for AC and DC power detection
Variable window width mean value for instantaneous power (the window
width is based on the detected frequency.) and back-end moving average ﬁlter
(window width: 0.2 s)tonomous distributed V2G.
And the autonomous distributed V2G is veriﬁed on the assump-
tion that an EV is plugged-in with 30% SOC, and then plugged-out
after seven hours with full charged SOC. Experimental results of
the autonomous distributed V2G are shown in Fig. 10. Just after
standing up the system, the smart charging was  ﬁrstly enforced in
order to ready for the emergency departure. The EV was charged up
to 50% supplying the smart charging with a one-third droop gain
against the system frequency deviation. Thereafter the EV contin-
ued to supply the charge and discharge cycles by the V2G until
about 4 h. Finally, the EV was charged up to the destination SOC
(90%) by the second smart charging.
Total settling time of the system was within one second includ-
ing time lags caused by the frequency detection, communication,
and response of the power conditioner. So the proposed system was
enough to follow the frequency change. The seamless mode switch
was also realized in the proposed system. The power conversion
loss by the power conditioner was estimated by subtracting the
DC power from the AC power. The estimated loss was smoothed
by use of the 30 s moving average ﬁlter. In the smart charging, the
averaged loss was  around 100 W.  In the V2G, the loss was slightly
increased to about 200 W because efﬁciency at charge was  lower
than that at discharge in case of the power conditioner used in this
research. The power loss in the battery is estimated to be within
10 W by integrating the square of DC current (within 10 A) and the
internal resistance of the battery (about 0.1 ohm).
4. Conclusions
In this paper, communication and control interfaces and
functions for the V2G is described. Seamless response and high
efﬁcient system performance are indispensable for the actual
implementation of the autonomous distributed V2G to the EV and
charging system. These features were veriﬁed by the laboratory
test system integrating the commercial EV, the bi-directional
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ower conditioner, and the rapid prototyping controller. Stan-
ardization of the connector and the communication protocol for
he V2G has been discussed such as the combined charging system
ith the V2G communication interface [19]. This paper addresses
n example of the off-board DC charging system for the V2G.
The autonomous distributed control schemes and the method-
logy of the system integration are intended to apply the
ommercial EVs and their charging system. The trial experiences
rossing the power and automotive industries by this paper would
ontribute the actual realization of the V2G technologies to the grid
ncillary service and the microgrid operation.
The centralized LFC and further fast demand response schemes
re being demonstrated by coordinating remote systems via Eth-
rnet communication. It is expected to realize power & control &
ommunication HILS (Hardware-In-the-Loop Simulation) coupling
he power system model, behavior of the multiple EVs, com-
unication characteristics and protocols, and the precise power
lectronics control all together.
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